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GLOSSARY OF DRAMA-IN-EDUCATION TERMINOLOGY

**Drama-in-education**: This refers to the use of any dramatic material accessed in the classroom to create and explore an issue in the classroom through the use of story.

**Given circumstances**: These are the circumstances or conditions that are given in the story or drama. For example, in *The Little Red Hen*, the protagonist is a red hen who is little. This is information that is given and taken as truth based upon the information the author has provided and deemed as true.

**Hot-seating**: This is when a student, embodying a character, sits on a chair (the hot seat) where the other students can interrogate the character in the hot seat.

**Intention**: (also known as motivation, objective, desire) Intention refers to each character in the story determining what it is that character is trying to do. Each character wants to do something, such as go to sleep, finish off homework, fall in love, etc.

**Mantle of the Expert**: The most advanced and involved of the process drama experience is a technique called the Mantle of the Expert, whereby the drama would play out over the course of a semester to the entire year crossing over several different subjects in order to complete the drama. Many teachers who use this technique select a certain time of the week (every Friday) and replace a certain class period or the last hour of the day (social studies if the drama requires a greater understanding
of other cultures). It is during this time the students become imbued as experts in a specific area of exploration.

**Narration:** This can be teacher or student driven where new information is introduced propelling the drama forward.

**Obstacles:** These are the circumstances that prevent the character from fulfilling his or her objective.

**Process drama:** This is the action of an evolved idea that changes and grows and has no finished ending. The purpose of the drama is to guide the students through a series of drama-in-education techniques that enhance and provide greater depth in the learning process.

**Prop:** This is any item needed in the drama whether real or imagined in order to move the story forward.

**Set:** This is the constructed or imagined location of the drama.

**Stakes:** Stakes, often referred to as high stakes, are the height of emotional investment of a character who must achieve his or her goal. In order for there to be high stakes, the student actors must feel as if there is an element of failure. This element of failure must be palpable, forcing the class to work together and compose alternative outcomes in order to achieve their goal. For example, the three animal friends in *The Little Red Hen* at the end of the book clean the house and do their chores because they must have the bread to eat or they will starve.

**Story drama:** This is a classroom drama that follows the plot of a chosen story perhaps with some drama-in-education techniques (teacher theatrics) to enhance further learning. The purpose of the story drama is to explore character motivations and feelings, themes, relationships, and the overall message.

**Student actor:** I use the term student actor to indicate when
the students are engaged in the drama as characters versus being students who are not engaged in dramatic activity. When the students are in this student actor role, the teacher should treat the students as the roles they are playing.

**Tableau(x):** Groups or individuals “devise an image [pose or shape] using their own bodies to crystallize a moment, idea or theme; or an individual acts as sculptor to a group” (Neelands and Goode 2000, p.25). Tableau is also known as still-image.

**Tactics and strategies:** These are the actions the character engages in to fulfill his or her objective. The character objective could be to finish off homework. A possible strategy is to go to a library to study.

**Teacher-in-role:** The teacher takes on a role in order to gain more knowledge in the drama, invoke student involvement, and stimulate the next task in the drama.

**Theatre-in-education:** This refers to a theatrical performance that occurs in an education setting, for example, a school tour show.

**Thought tracking:** This technique can be used at multiple places in the drama either through a tableau or freezing a moment in the drama where the teacher taps the student actor to either give a word, phrase, or sound describing how they are feeling in a particular moment.
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